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The Research Presentation by Science and Math Course students

tudents studying in the Science and Math course conducted their research presentations and a

representative who went on the Study Trip to Korea reported about their trip on the 4th of

February at Artforet, a municipal cultural center in Kashiwazaki. We had a lot of guests such as operating

committees for SSH project, teachers in other Super Science High schools and many others came to this

presentation.

In the morning, there was a full rehearsal for the 2-1 students. Unfortunately, the flu spread

widely in our school those few weeks, so most of the students needed to prepare for their

presentation until late after school. They also had a meeting with the teachers who are in charge of

them, wrote a draft of their speech, and made Power Point slides to present. Moreover, students who

would present in English practiced their speech with Ms. Courtenay, our Assistant Language Teacher,

over and over again. Everyone made great progress in their speech, so the rehearsal went off very

well. They got some pieces of advice from teachers and interested seniors there. After that, each

group carefully checked their draft and Power Point slides before the performance. Also, the groups

who would present in English memorized their speeches and checked their pronunciation in order to

read smoothly, which was a different way of practicing from the groups in Japanese.

On the stage, they presented proudly and answered questions from the audience flexibly. The

poster session also ended in great success after the presentation. We think students have gained

confidence and a sense of accomplishment as they were able to give a good presentation in public and

that the audience of students also realized how wonderful their research was. It was a great stage.

This is the end of the issue for this school year. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation

on our SSH project.


